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"But fortune and misfortune depend on each other." 

"The light released will definitely attract the jealousy and hostility of billions of races in the myriad 

worlds, especially those with high bloodlines." 

"The light released will definitely attract the jealousy and hostility of billions of races in the myriad 

worlds, especially those with high bloodlines." 

"If 'They' finds out that a Lord of All Races that far exceeds 'Their' expectations has appeared, and that 

he's a human from a low-middle race, even with the Supreme Agreement stopping 'Them', I'm afraid 

'They' will join forces to deal with Zhou Zhou." 

The Yellow Emperor and Patriarch Lu also looked solemn. 

"What I'm most worried about is that based on Zhou Zhou's performance, 'He' probably already has the 

potential to compete for the Lord of All Races." 

"Those high-level bloodline races that have always been high and mighty will definitely not allow such a 

Lord of all races to continue existing in the Lord of All Races Competition." 

"'They' will definitely target Zhou Zhou with all their might next. They might even put down their conflict 

and join forces to target Zhou Zhou or even us humans." 

"I'm afraid a new war has begun." 

"Moreover, it's a war specially targeted at Zhou Zhou and us humans." 

"This will be an unprecedented calamity for our human race!" 

The expressions of the three True God-Tiers of the human race suddenly turned from incomparable 

surprise and excitement to incomparably solemn and serious. 

… 

[King of Ten Thousand Kings Event Hint: You have led your territory soldiers to kill Legion Commander 

Occles Zell (High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade) of the Forbidden Scarlet Legion from the Elementary 

Scarlet Empire. You have made outstanding contributions to this King of Ten Thousand Kings Event. You 

are rewarded with one bottle of Potential Advancement Potion (High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade), 

one Book of The God Spirit (High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade), 100 Divine Crystals (High-Tier Deity-

level Advance Blueprint)!] 

[King of Ten Thousand Kings Event Hint: You have obtained the Achievement 'Scarlet Beheader' (High-

Tier Deity-level)!] 

[Scarlet Beheader (High-Tier Deity-level): 300 million universal general faction points!] 

Zhou Zhou glanced at the notification and a faint smile appeared on his lips. 
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When he saw Occles Zell, he had vaguely sensed that he was also one of the targets of the Eye of The 

Heaven's Anger. Therefore, "He" was not surprised by the two lines of notifications in front of him. 

However, what surprised "Him" was that the universal general faction points given were more than 200 

million. 

One Occles Zell was actually comparable to the faction points awarded by two top-notch faction 

missions at the empire level! 

Zhou Zhou thought for a moment and had a guess. 

Either this guy led 12 empire-level Scarlet Legions and more than 200 Kingdom-level Scarlet Legions, 

making "His" status too high, so he was rewarded with so many faction points. 

Either this guy had extraordinary potential and could reach the True God-Tier or even the Master God-

Tier level, which was why he was rewarded with so many faction points. 

Zhou Zhou could tell too. 

The Eye of The Heaven's Anger did not choose all the scarlet God Spirits. Instead, it specially chose those 

scarlet God Spirits with extraordinary potential to kill. 

For ordinary scarlet God Spirits, even if the other party was a High-Tier Deity-level scarlet God Spirit, the 

Eye of The Heaven's Anger might not necessarily choose the other party as its target. 

Zhou Zhou thought for a moment and felt that Occles Zell should have both. 

He did not think too much about it. He first removed the King state and allowed himself to return to the 

strength realm of a Legendary-Tier Advance Grade. 

Even so, many scarlet powerhouses and scarlet God Spirits looked at the legendary Advance Grade Zhou 

Zhou in the middle of the battlefield, their hearts filled with fear. No one dared to rush forward at this 

moment to test if the King of the Blazing Sun could really not maintain his previous state. 

Who knows… Perhaps he would have died if he tried. 

At the same time, the sudden decrease in strength made Zhou Zhou feel a sense of emptiness in his 

heart. Fortunately, he was used to it, so he didn't pay much attention to it. He raised his hand and 

waved, and he saw Occles Zell's corpse fly in front of "Him." 

"He" looked at the corpse and increasingly felt the profundity of the Dream Law. 

"In the future, this Dream Entering technique will also be my first trump card." Zhou Zhou smiled. 

This method of fighting the enemy was much easier than fighting with real swords and spears. 

It was all because the other party had committed suicide! 

However, it was not without flaws. 

Even if he encountered an existence with strong spiritual will, the Dream Law would probably not hurt 

the other party at all. It might even backfire on him. 



Zhou Zhou didn't mind and looked at this guy's spoils of war. 

Item Name: Sky King—Occles Zell's Corpse 

[Item Level: High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade] 

[Item Effect: Contains unextracted loots.] 

[Item Description: Beginner-Level Scarlet Empire—Great General of the Archmage Scarlet Empire. His 

potential is as high as a True God-Tier Advance Grade. He is a junior who is valued and supported by 

many Scarlet True Gods. Later on, during the expedition to the Blazing Sun Kingdom, he took on the 

position of the commander-in-chief of the Scarlet Alliance Army. However, in the end, he was no match 

for King of the Blazing Sun. King of the Blazing Sun used a True God-level secret technique and lured him 

to his death in his dream.] 

[Loot Drop Rate: 200 High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade Divine Crystals (Drop Rate: 100%), two million 

Origin Crystal Fragments, one High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade Hero Skill — Teleportation Field 

(Drop Rate: 5%), one High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade Hero Skill — Air Lock Technique (Drop Rate: 

5%), one High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade Hero Skill — Turbulent Air Sword (Drop Rate: 5%), one 

piece of High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade Divine Artifact — World Shattering Blade (Drop Rate: 1%), 

one piece of High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade Divine Artifact — Heaven Defying Armour (Drop Rate: 

1%), one piece of High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade Divine Artifact — Chaotic Sky Boots (Drop 

Rate: 20%), one piece of High-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade Divine Artifact — God-Suppressing 

Tower (Drop Rate: 5%), Mid-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade Equipment — Small World (Drop Rate: 5%)… 

One High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade Spatial Teleportation Divine Spark Fragment (Drop Rate: 5%), 

One High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade Spatial Lockdown Divine Spark Fragment (Drop Rate: 5%), One 

High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade Spatial Cut Divine Spark Fragment (Drop Rate: 5%), One High-Tier 

Deity-level Advance Grade Hero Inheritance (Drop Rate: 3%), One High-Tier Deity-level Book of The God 

Spirit (Drop Rate: 0.1%), Seven Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments (Drop Rate: 0%)] 

[Do you want to retrieve the loot?] 

[Do you want to use the Race divine artifact—Lucky Star to retrieve the special Loots?] 

"Yes!" 

Zhou Zhou immediately said. 

This existence that was valued by the Eye of The Heaven's Anger was qualified to let "Him" use the 

power of the Lucky Star. 

[Lord Talent Notification: Your loots have been enhanced by the 'King of Loots—Perfect Loots'. Grade 

+1!] 

[Title Hint: Your loots have been affected by the title of the Strongest Lord. The number of Loots has 

increased by 150%!] 

[Lord Talent Notification: You have obtained Perfect Loots— 500 Divine Crystals (True God-Tier Advance 

Grade), five million Origin Crystal Fragments, three Hero Skill Books —One Thought Univese (True God-

Tier Advance Grade), three Hero Skill Books — World Lock (True God-Tier Advance Grade), Three Hero 



Skill Books — Ten Thousand Tide Heaven-Shattering Slash (True God-Tier Advance Grade), Three Divine 

Artifacts — Universe Destroying Blade (True God-Tier Advance Grade), Three Divine Artifacts — Heaven 

and Earth Concentric Armor (True God-Tier Advance Grade), Three Divine Artifacts — World-Stepping 

Boots (True God-Tier Intermediate Grade),Three Divine Artifacts — Sacred Heart Orb (True God-Tier 

Elementary Grade), Three Divine Artifacts — Middle World Spheres (High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate 

Grade)… Three True God-Tier Advance Grade Infinite Teleportation Divine Sparks, Three True God-Tier 

Advance Grade Spatial Seal Divine Sparks, Three True God-Tier Advance Grade Dimensional Slash Divine 

Sparks, One Hero Inheritance (True God-Tier Advance Grade), One True God-Tier Advance Grade Book 

of The God Spirit, 17 Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments!] 

Lucky Star Hint: You have obtained a special Loots—Potential Advancement Potion (Master God-

Elementary Grade)! 

Zhou Zhou looked at the Loots and smiled. 

As expected of the commander-in-chief of the Scarlet Army's allied army! 

He actually had a total of four High-Tier Deity-level divine artifacts on him! 

With the enhancement of his King of Loots, it directly provided him with a total of 12 True God-Tier 

Divine Artifacts! 

If not for the fact that he had the identity of a Lord of the myriad races to protect him and the 

protection of the Supreme Agreement, even if he had the combat power of a Master God-Tier, there 

would probably be Main God-level powerhouses who would dare to snatch it, let alone him having the 

combat power of a True God-Tier. 

Many Master God-Tiers did not even have True God-Tier Divine Artifacts. They could only make do with 

top-notch High-Tier Deity-level divine artifacts. 

As for the special Loots that the lucky star had obtained for him, he was a little surprised. 

It was actually something like the Potential Advancement Potion. 

Moreover, it was a Master God-Tier Elementary Grade Potential Advancement Potion! 

It would probably be enough to make many True God-Tier go crazy. 

"This is good stuff." 

Zhou Zhou looked at the Master God-Tier Elementary Grade Potential Advancement Potion in his King's 

Treasure Box and nodded in satisfaction. 

With just this, he could create a subordinate with the potential of a Master God-Tier for his territory. His 

future was promising! 

Zhou Zhou thought for a moment and threw it into the military merit system. 

He would use it to encourage the soldiers and God Spirits. 

With such a potion, he believed that his soldiers would definitely go crazy in order to obtain military 

merits in the future! 



Then, he began to check the other Loots. 


